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Inelastic polarized and unpolarized neutron scattering measurements on UBei3

A. I. Goldman, S. M. Shapiro, and G. Shirane
Department ofPhysics, Brookhauen National Laboratory, Upton, ¹ioYork ll973

J. I.. Smith and Z. Fisk
Materials Science and Technology Division, Los Alamos Nationa/ Laboratory,

University ofC'alifornia, Los A/amos, New Mexico 87S45
(Received 25 June 1985)

%'e present the results of polarized and unpolarized inelastic neutron scattering measurements of
the heavy-fermion superconductor UBel3 at 10 K. At this temperature, the energy spectrum of the
magnetic scattering is characterized by a broad quasielastic Lorentzian line shape modified by the
Bose occupation factor, with a width of 13%2 meV (half-width at half maximum). No evidence of a
narrow {few meV) f-level resonance predictI1 by the electronic specific-heat coefficient is observed.

The energy-integrated magnetic scattering yields a susceptibility which is consistent with bulk mea-

surements, indicating that any additional response must have a small spectral weight.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The discovery of superconductivity in heavy-fermion
systems such as CCCu2Siz, UBeil, and UPti has stimulat-
ed new investigations of both the normal and supercon-
ducting state of these materials. ' UBeii is one of the first
established heavy-ferxaion superconductors. z In the nor-
mal state, at low temperature, the electronic specific-heat
coefficient (y) of this material is 1.1 J/mole K, yielding
an effective mass for the uranium 5f electrons of several
hundred times the free-electron value. The large specific-
heat jump of approximately 1 J/mole K at the supercon-
ducting transition temperature ( T, =0.9 K} indicates that
these same f electrons are responsible for the super-
conductivity. The magnetic susceptibility of UBeii near
room temperature exhibits Curie-Weiss behavior. Howev-
er, below -150 K the susceptibility deviates from this
simple dependence and approaches a large finite value at
low temperature. Both the large values for the specific
heat and susceptibility at low temperature have led to the
description of UBcil as a Pcaud-1lquld systcln.

Inelastic neutron scattering m~~urements, which cou-
ple directly to the response of the f-electrons, are a power-
ful probe of spin fluctuations. In the hcavy-fe~—.~ion sys-
tems, the large value of y suggests a narrow peak in the
density of states for the f electrons at the Fe mi energy.
Previous neutron scattering studies of CCCulSiz (Ref. 3)
(y = 1.1 J/mole K ) have indeed observed a narrow quasi-
elastic feature in the magnetic spectrum with a half-
width, I, of about 1 meV at T =10 K. Recent polarized
neutron scattering measurements on UPti (Ref. 4)
(y =0.45 J/mole K ) have yielded a quasielastic line in the
magnetic cross section with I =10+2 meV at T =1.3 K.
Here we report inelastic polarized and unpolarized neu-
tron scattering measurements on UBeil at 10 K. In this
system we have observed a quasielastic response which is
significantly bro idcr (I =13+2 meV) than that expected
oil thc basis of specific-heat mcasurcmcnts.

A. Unpolarized-beam measurements

Unpolarized-neutron-beam measurements of both
UBeii and ThBeii were made on a triple-axis spectrome-
ter using a pyrolytic graphite (PG} (002) monochromator
and analyzer, and a PG filter before the monochromator
to reduce A,/2 contamination of the incident beam. Mea-

TABLE I. Structural parameters of UBel3 and ThBel3 at
10 K.

System

UBel3
ThSel3

ao (A)

10.248 87(2)
10.41005(3)

0.1763(1)
0.1745(1)

0.1150(1)
0.1129(1)

Both UBeil and ThBeii crystallize in the cubic
NSZnil-type structure [space group Ot, (Fttt 3c}]. There
are eight formula units per unit cell, with 8M (U,Th) in
the positions 8(a): + —,, —,', —,'; 8 Be(I} in 8(b): 0,0,0,
—,, —,, —,'; and 96 Be(II) in the general positions 96(i): O, y,z
etc.s Recent neutron diffraction measurcments6 of both
UBeii and ThBeil determined the lattice constants and
y,z positional parameters summarized in Table I at 10 K.

Specimens of UBeil and ThBeis were prepared using a
method described elsewhere, powdered, and sieved
through a screen with 420-pm openings. Approximately
24 g of polycrystalline UBeii (20 g of ThBeil) were loaded
into a 2.5 cm high and 2.5 cm in diameter cylindrical
aluminum sample holder. Thin circular sheets of cadmi-
um, separated 6-mm layers of powder to reduce multiple
scattering. The sample holder was sealed in an Al outer
can filled with helium to ensure good thermal transfer and
attached to the cold finger of a Displex refrigerator.

33 1627 1986 The American Physical Society
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{meV}

(a) 5.0'
(b) 30.5'
{c) 41.0
(d) 41.0'

Ep
{meV}

5.0
30.5
41.0'
41.0

Collimation

Unpolarized beam
40'-40'-40'-40'
40'-20'-40'-40'
40'-20'-40'-40'
40'-40'-40'-40'

0.15
2.0
3.7
4.3

{e) 42.0
(f) 42.0

42.0'
42.0'

Polarized beam
40'-80'-80'-80'

40'-80'-80'-open

'Denotes fixed during scan.

TABLE II. Energy resolution for spectrometer configura-
tions.

polycrystalline UBeis in the unpolarized-neutron measure-
ments, the phonon contribution to the inelastic spectrum
must be subtracted. Fortunately, as noted above, the
nonmagnetic compound ThBe~3 has the same structure as
UBei3, while the scattering lengths of U and Th differ by
very little. Therefore, the phonon density of states in
ThBei3 should be similar to that in UBeis, and this can be
tested. Bragg powder peaks from UBe» and ThBeis were
used to calculate the difference in effective sample volume
for these two samples, and using the known scattering
lengths for U and Th, a normalization constant (1V) was
calculated to account for these differences. The magnetic
scattering contribution for UBeis is then calculated from

I,s(UBei3) =I(UBei3)—NI(ThBei3) .

600—

E 500—

(Jl

C~ 400—o

1 I I

UBe I& UNPOLARIZED

E.
,

=4I meV

40 -40 -40 -40
T = IOK

~ 0= 2.0A
0 0=6.0A

I— 300—

LL)

200—

surements were performed at several flxed incident or fi-
nal energies and collimations. Table II summarizes the
energy resolution which results from these instrumental
configurations.

The inelastic unpolarized neutron scattering spectrum
of UBei& consists of both magnetic and phonon contribu-
tions. This is illustrated nicely in Fig. 1, which shows the
energy-loss spectra measured at constant Q =2.0 and 6.0
A '. For neutron energy loss between 0 and 13 meV, the
scattering at the higher Q is significantly smaller than
that at small Q, as is expected for the electronic form-
factor Q dependence of magnetic scattering. The feature
at 13 meV, however, is significantly enhanced at the
larger Q, implying that it is due to phonons.

In order to isolate the paramagnetic scattering from

B. Polarized-beam measurements

A second, more direct means of eliminating the nuclear
background and isolating the magnetic scattering from
UBei3, is to perform inelastic polarized neutron scattering
measurements. s The disadvantage of this method is much
lower signal rates, which requires some compromise in en-

ergy resolution, and longer counting times.
These measurements were made on a modified triple-

axis spectrometer using vertically magnetized Heusler
(111) transmission crystals at the monochromator and
analyzer positions, magnetic guide fields to maintain the
polarization of the neutrons, and a flipping coil between
the sample and analyzer. A small magnetic field at the
sample is used to orient the neutron polarization either
along the scattering vector (HF) or perpendicular to the
scattering plane (VF) in this region. The inelastic spectra
were measured at constant Q with a fixed final energy of
42 meV and collimations of 40'-80'-80'-open, providing an
energy resolution of about 9 meV (full width at half max-
imum) at r0=0. The overall flipping ratio of the instru-
ment, which measures the sensitivity of detection of spin-
fhp (magnetic) to non-spin-flip (nuclear) events, was 15
for both HF and VF.

In Table III we show the four possible measurements of
spin-flip (flipper on) and non-spin-fiip (flipper off)
scattering with HF and VF for an isotropic paramagnet.
In the flipper on channel, the difference HF —VF yields —,

'

of the magnetic cross section measured in the unpolarized
neutron scattering experiment, and the contributions from
background and nuclear-spin incoherent scattering cancel.

I 00—

-IO
I

0 5 IO

ENERGY {meV)

I

l5

Flipper on Flipper off

TABLE III. Polarized neutron scattering measurements on
powders. M=(S +S~+S ); P'Nsi is the nuclear spin in-
coherent contribution; N is the nuclear contribution; 8,8'—=
background; S is taken along Q.

FIG. 1. Inelastic unpolarized neutron scattering spectra of
UBe,3 at 10 K for Q +2.0 and 6.0 A

HF
VF

2
Sxx+Syy+ 3 ~Nsi+~

2Sxx+ 3 ANSI+~
X+ 3 P'NSI+8

S~+X+ 3 P'NSI+8'
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III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 2(a) shows the inelastic unpolarized measure-
ments of UBeii and ThBei3 at 10 K for Q=2.0 A
Here, the ThBei3 data has been multiplied by a normaliza-
tion constant (X=1.1) as described in Sec. II. The
ThBei3 spectnun exhibits a sharp feature at co=13 meV
which, as we postulated in the discussion of Fig. 1, corre-
sponds to a peak in the phonon density of states. A simi-
lar, but broadened peak is observed in the UBei3 spec-
trum. The increase in scattering at higher energies, evi-
dent in both spectra, is the start of a band of phonons as-
sociated with the vibrations of the Be atoms. The differ-
ence between the two spectra, as well as the apparent
broadening of the peak at ei=13 meV, is due to the mag-
netic scattering contribution to UBei3. To test this, we
have performed a Q-scan at constant energy transfer
(ei=12 meV) for both samples. Figure 3 shows that the
difference between the spectra, I(UBei3)—1.27I(ThBei3), '

decreases with incr~~ing Q, consistent with the U2+ 5f-
electron form factor" shown as the solid line in Fig. 3. It
was not possible from these measurements to determine
whether the Q dependence was closer to the U2+ or U +
form factor since they may be distinguished only at large

Q, where the signal is w~&. However, the fact that the
subtracted spectrum follows the uraniu~-5f form factor

0.75—

2 o.so-

o Uaq, ~-l. 27(Thee, &)

CALCULATED f ~(Q)

Q(A )

c 500—
E

~ 400—

0 300—

~ 200—
I-

Ioo

UNPOLARiZED
'

E~ = 4l mdiv

40 -20-40-40—
=2.0 A

=[0 I

a ~

0.2—

4P

O4 g)

~ pi
3.

CF

CA

0 I

-5
I I I

5 ip l5

ENERGY {meV)

I

20 25

FIG. 2. (a) Inelastic unpolarized spectra of UBC~3 and ThSC~3
at 10 K. The latter has been scaled by X=1.1 as described in

the text. {1)The difference spectrum, I{USt~3)—1.1XI{ThSC~3)
in absolute umts for the Blagnctlc cross section. Thc solid hnc 18

a fit to the data using a quasielastic Lorcntzian modified by the
occupation factor.

FIG. 3. Q scan of the difference spectrum at constant energy
transfer (~=12 meV). The solid line represents the U-Sf
form factor.

confirms the similarity, at least at this energy, of the
UBei3 and ThBei3 phonon density of states.

Using the integrated intensities of several UBe» Bragg
powder peaks, and the theoretical cross sections for
paraiiiagnetic and nuclear scattering, the difference be-
tween the UBei3 and ThBei3 spectra in Fig. 2 can be con-
verted to absolute units of p,a/(meV sr), as shown in Fig.
2(b) (see Appendix}. This allows a direct comparison of
our unpolarized-beam and polarized-beam data, with the
bulk susceptibility.

The polarized-beam measurement on UBei3 taken at
Q=2.0 A is displayed in Fig. 4. An energy scan of the
nuclear incoherent scattering, shown in Fig. 4(a) was used
to determine the energy resolution of the spectrometer.
The magnetic scattering spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(b).
Although the energy resolution is coarser and the statis-
tics are clearly poorer than the unpolarized-beam mea-
surements, after converting the magnetic scattering inten-
sity to absolute units, the broad response is in good agree-
ment with the data shown in Fig. 2(b). This provides an
important consistency check of our unpolarized measure-
ment subtraction technique. If no reliable nonmagnetic
structural analogue of the magnetic compound exists,
polarized-bee~ measurements provide the only unambigu-
ous means to isolate the magnetic scattering contribution.
It should also be mentioned that the multiple-scattering
contribution to the unpolarized measurements while re-
duced, may not be totally eliminated. In the polarized-
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300—
E

c= 200—

I 00

1 1

FLIPPER QFF UBeip
PQl ARIZED

E f
= 42 meY

40'-80'- 80'-OPEN

Q= 2.Q A

T= IQ K

(5)lmX (g,~)=Re[X(0)]P(g,~)~ir,

g2J(J+1)p& M pa
ReX(0)=

In turn, ImX (Q, co} may be expressed in terms of the
static susceptibility, ReX(0), and a spectral weight func-
tion, P(g, co},

I- I I
I I

F'I IPPER QNI-

—500—
E

~ 400—

o $00—

200—x

0.2

E

cu tn

Q. l ~

I 00—

-I 0 IQ 20
ENERGY (me Y)

FIG. 4. (a) Constant- Q scan (HF, Flipper off} at
Q =2.0 A showing the energy resolution of the spectrometer
in this configuration. (b) Polarized neutron scattering spectrum
of UBe~3 at 10 K. The scale on the left-hand side is the mea-
sured intensity, while the scale on the right-hand side is in abso-
lute units. The solid line is the fit to the unpolarized difference
spectrum of Fig. 2.

beam measurement, this multiple-scattering contribution
is much smaller.

For a cubic paramagnet, the scattering cross section
may be written as

d'0 2 f J f (Q) 2sxx(g )
—2w(Q)

dQda) k; 2
(2)

where S (Q, to) =S~(g,to) =S (Q,co). In the above,

yo
——0.291 b, f(Q) is the magnetic form factor, g is the

Lande g factor, and e i~'l2' is the Debye-Wailer factor
which, at small Q and low temperature, is taken as unity.
The dynamical structure factor S~(g,co), is the Fourier
transform of the magnetic correlations in the system

(3)

[n(~}+l]=(l —e "l
)

and can be related to the imaginary part of the susceptibil-
ity through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

S (g,~)=—,, [n(~)+1]lmX (g,~),l l

g pg

P,co

M is defined as the effective moment of the system. If all
of the Q dependence is well described by the magnetic
form factor, P(g, t0)~P(co). For purely relaxational

dynamics,

l
P(co)=—

I +OP

where the half-width at half maximum, I, is a measure of
the magnetization fluctuation energy of the system. At
low temperatures (kT « I ), n(co) =0 in Eq. (4), and one
directly measures ImX(co) which peaks at co= I'. As tem-
perature increases, and for a temperature-independent I',
the scattering becomes more symmetric about to=0.

The magnetic spectra obtained from the polarized- and
unpolarized-beam measurements at 10 K were fit using
Eqs. (5) and (6} varying I' and ReX(0}. These fits are
shown in Figs. 2(b) and 4(b). A value of 13+2 meV was
obtained for I . This energy is much larger than the
characteristic energy scale associated with the width of
the f-level resonance implied by the large linear term in
the specific heat. '

The data in Figs. 2 and 4 are in absolute units and can
be compared with the bulk susceptibility as described in
the Appendix. For this low-temperature measurement,
the real part of the susceptibility may be derived from in-
tegrating Eq. (5) through a Kramers-Kronig relation:

ReX(0) =—f —dto .1 " ImX(co )
(7)

At T =10 K, using ReXb~b ——12X10 emu/mole, we
obtain

Reg neutron

Regbzk

from our polarized and unpolarized neutron scattering
measurements. One might expect Reg„,„„,„ to be some-
what smaller than Regb~q since our integration is limited
by the data range and, as seen in Figs. 2 and 4, the mag-
netic scattering extends out to higher energy. However,
since the integration is weighted by ~ ', the contribution
of this high-energy region is small. Thus, within error,
the magnetic susceptibility is nearly exhausted by the
broad scattering we have measured. Any additional
response must have a small spectral ~eight.

Unpolarized-beam measurements with higher-energy
resolution were performed in order to search for a narrow
quasielastic feature in the spectrum. Figure 5 shows data
taken at Q=0.4 A with a fixed initial energy of 5.0
meV at 0.35 and 4.2 K using a He cryostat. No differ-
ence between the two temperatures is observed, whereas a
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Uael& UNPQLARIZED
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E =5.0meV
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x

4QE

~~ 20

-~ -0.5 0 0.5
ENERGY(meV)

C7

QO

!

i
x20

I

—l.O -0.5 0 0.5
I

I.O

narrow q~~~ielastic feature which carries significant spec-
tral weight, would be evidenced by greater scattered inten-
sity on the energy gain side at the higher temperature.
This is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 5, which shows the
calculated magnetic scattering contribution to the inelastic
spectruin at the two temperatures for a quasielastic half-
width, I'=1 meV and spectral weight appropriate to
M =lp,~.
2'2
The data shown in Fig. 5 were taken above and below

the superconducting transition temperature for UBeii
(T,=0.9 K). At the higher temperature, it is expected
that additional scattering should be observed for energy
transfer smaller than the gap energy [Es(0)=3.53kii T, ],
which is about 0.3 meV. Again, no difference in scatter-
ing between the two temperatures is observed.

IV. DISCUSSION

ENFRGY(rneV)

PIG. 5. High-resolution, constant-Q =0.4 A. scan of the
small energy-transfer region of the unpoharized neutron scatter-
ing spectrum of Use~3 at T =0.35 and 4.2 K. Inset: Calculated
magnetic contribution to ihe inelastic spectrum assuming a
qnesielsstic feature with I =1 meV and a spectral weight of
1)M,g.

behavior. The high-temperature Curie-Weiss behavior of
this system might normally be expected to result in mag-
netic ordering at lower temperatures. Some mechanism, '

perhaps the Kondo effect or valence fluctuations between
equivalent f-electron magnetic and nonmagnetic ground
states seems to interfere with the formation of magnetic
long-range order.

The spectra of Figs. 2 and 4 bear a striking resemblance
to the mixed valent materials. In fact, measurements on
the isostructural mixed valent compound CeBeii (Ref. 7)
also exhibit a broad magnetic response with I'=25 meV.
This can be contrasted with magnetic neutron scattering
measurements on CeCuiSi2 by Horn et al. ,

' where the
half-width, I', of the quasielastic line was found to be = 1

meV. It was concluded in this study that the spin-
relaxation behavior of the Ce 4f electrons is dominated by
Kondo-type spin fluctuations. The half-width of the
quasielastic scattering for CeCuiSiq seems to scale in some
manner with the specific-heat measurements. In addition,
as the temperature is lowered, the measured bulk suscepti-
bility of CeCuqSii deviates to a larger value, while the de-
viation measured in UBe&& tends to a smaller value. ' This
difference in behavior, as well as the neutron scattering re-
sults for UBeii, indicates that the mechanism which
suppresses magnetic ordering in UBei& may be different
from that responsible in this other heavy-fermion system.

Recently, Overhauser and Appel' have proposed an s-f
hybridization model which predicts a low-frequency Ein-
stein mode in UBeii in order to account for the proposed
large lattice contribution to the specific heat at low tem-
peratures. This mode is associated with the U atoms in
UBeii, and must be lower than the corresponding mode
associated with the Th atoms in ThBe~q. Our measure-
ments indicate that the phonon density of states for UBe&i
and ThBeii are closely similar. The difference in scatter-
ing between these two materials was demonstrated to be of
purely magnetic origin. If the feature at co=13 meV in
Fig. 2 is identified as this low-lying mode, its observation
in both ThBeii and UBei& is inconsistent with the model
of Overhauser and Appel, and no other sharp feature in
the UBeii spectrum was identified down to co =0.5 meV.

In conclusion, we have observed a broad (I'=13 meV)
quasielastic response in the magnetic scattering spectrum
of polycrystalUne UBeii which is inconsistent with the
narrow resonance predicted from specific-heat measure-
ments. Within experimental error, the susceptibility cal-
culated from the energy integrated magnetic scattering is
consistent with bulk measurements. In addition, no
difference in the susceptibility is observed above and
below the superconducting transition. Further studies of
the temperature dependence of the inelastic magnetic
spectrum of UBe» are currently underway.

It remains a puzzle why the neutron measurements,
which directly couple to the response of the f electrons,
do not exhibit the narrow, q~~ielastic response expected
on the basis of the specific-heat measurements. The
meamng of the brtMid response is not totally clear. How-
ever, it is interesting to note thai the energy scale we ob-
tain, I =13 meV, is dose to the temperature range where
the bulk susceptibility deviates from a Curie-Weiss
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M =C Jm
Jg gg

(A3)

In this appendix we show how the measured paramag-
netic scattering data can be converted to absolute units for
comparison with bulk-susceptibility measurements. Pre-
vious workers have described this procedure for the case
of a single crystal using the measured and theoretical
cross sections for phonons. For polycrystalline material,
Ziebeck and Brown'3 have used Bragg powder peaks to
calculate an absolute intensity scale for their magnetic
scattering data. In their procedure however, the calibra-
tion was performed by measuring the paramagnetic
scattering at a single point, with the spectrometer set for
zero-energy transfer and the assumption that the energy
resolution of the spectrometer allows the proper energy in-
tegration of the paramagnetic scattering. Although this is
reasonable for the case where the half-width of the
paramagnetic spectrum, I', is much smaller than the reso-
lution of the spectrometer, I, , significant contributions
to the susceptibility can be missed if I & I, . For this
case, energy scans through the paramagnetic spectrum
must be performed, and the method described by Ziebeck
et al. ' must be suitably modified. Boni et al. '~ have per-
formed such energy scans, and the conversion to an abso-
lute basis is accomplished by assuming a reasonable spec-
tral weight function, and then integrating this function.
Here we describe a procedure which does not rely upon a
model for the scattering function, but rather converts the
raw data itself to absolute units.

The energy integrated paramagnetic scattering per
monitor count measured in an energy scan at constant Q
may be written as

Jp ——b,r0 g Ip (a))=boo
d'om

N 6(o)t,oJf ) fd'E(ol), olf )

roE(~ a ) { ( )+ ~ ar~ss
(A4)

At high temperatures where kT » I, {n(co)+1)
=kT/ro, and using Eqs. (Al) and (A3) (Ref. 15)

Re&(0)=0.125M (((tt) )/T(K) emu/mole . (A5)

This expression is just Curie s law for an ideal paramag-
net. For systems with strong magnetic correlations, the
denominator in Eq. (A5) takes the Curie-Weiss form,
T+8. At low temperatures ReX(0) must be calculated
directly from Eq. (A4).

We now illustrate the procedure outlined above through
a calculation of M and ReX(0) for MnF2 at room tem-
perature. The paramagnetic scattering from MnFz was
measured by polarized neutrons using spectrometer con-
figuration (e) m Table II. The data shown in Fig. 6
represents the difference (HF —VF) at

~ Q ~

= 1.0
A ', and yields —,

' of the unpolarized-beam magnetic
cross section. Therefore, Iz must be multiplied by a fac-
tor of 2. Using the known structure of MnF2 (Ref. 16)
and the (101)powder reflection, we obtain

1 A, PF
0.0485[f(Q)]i Sn N~ V, sin8sin(28) '

where F and P are the structure factor for the powder re-
flection and its multiplicity, respectively. The constant
0.0485 is @'6,where A,D

——0.291 b.
ReX(0) may be calculated from the measured magnetic

scattering intensity by

(0)
1

y
ImX(Q, r0)

d

Ja„ss——6(28) I„„,(28) (2r, ) .
28'(28l- 28')

(A2)

Here, IB ~~ is the intensity measured in an clastic scan
around a Bragg peak taken in steps of b,28 (radians). I „,
is the half-width at half maximum of the energy resolu-
tion, and may be measured by an energy scan of the in-
coherent scattering.

The integrated paramagnetic scattering in units of (Lt~ is
then calculated from

(A 1)

where the indices i and f denote the initial and final states
of the measurement. I& is the magnetic scattering inten-

sity measured at each step, hco, in the unpolarized-beam
measurement or twice (HF —VF) measured in a
polarized-beam experiment. X, V, and V, are the num-
ber of magnetic atoms per unit cell, the volume of the
sample, and the unit-ceB volume, respectively. In order to
put Jp on an absolute scale, the integrated intensity per
monitor count of a Bragg powder peak is used. There-
fore,

~IOOO

500 ~

~ 400=
Li

300—
O

200—
I

-IO IO

FIG. ~. C»st»t-Q sc» {HF—VF) for MnF, at T =293 K.
Inset: Elastic scan of the MnF2 (101) Bragg powder peak at
T =293 K.
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J~=(2 X2 meV/step)(2300/2 min)

=9200 counts meV/2 min,

Jn~ ——710 counts meV/2 min .

hto=2meV; 3&8=1.75)&10 s rad; 2I =8 meV;

C =2.6,
Mz=2. 6X =33.7)ua', M =5 Spa. .920O

710

We note that our measured value of M is only 3% smaller
than the known effective moment of Mn + (M =5.95@,s ).
We can also calculate X(0) from Eq. (A5) as

MX(0}=0.125 085 emu/moleT+e
=10.8X10 3 emu/mole,

for e=97 K. This compares well with the bulk value,
obtained by Corliss et al. , '7 of 11.5 X 10 3 emu/mole.
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